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GaN-on-Diamond Electronic Device Reliability: Mechanical and Thermo-Mechanical Integrity
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The mechanical and thermo-mechanical integrity of GaN-on-diamond wafers used for ultra-high power microwave electronic devices was studied using a micro-pillar based in situ mechanical testing approach combined with an optical investigation of the stress and heat transfer across interfaces. We find the GaN/diamond interface to be thermo-mechanically stable, illustrating the potential for this material for reliable GaN electronic devices.

AlGaN/GaN transistors have been transforming microwave applications ranging from communication to radar applications. Power densities as high as 40 W/mm have been demonstrated [1], and frequencies well exceeding 300 GHz [2]. Commercial applications, however, typically allow devices to operate only up to 5-7 W/mm, with the concern that excess device heating would result in early device failure. Usually AlGaN/GaN microwave devices are grown on SiC substrates; with their intrinsic high thermal conductivity of 450 W/mK, this enables relatively efficient heat extraction [3]. However, heat extraction is still the “Achilles heel” of current AlGaN/GaN electronic devices. Recently, the integration of AlGaN/GaN transistors with diamond substrates has been explored to reduce the device thermal resistance below current GaN-on-SiC devices. This has made it possible to triple the maximum possible power density that these microwave devices can deliver [4-6]. The active AlGaN/GaN part of the device used in this technology originates from a qualified epitaxy, as for example grown on Si substrates. Diamond is then used to replace the original substrate, either by diamond growth or by wafer-bonding [7-9]. Salient unknowns are the implications for device reliability considering the rather small thermal lattice expansion coefficient of the diamond compared with the GaN. Local debonding at the interface would lead to failure of the device. Accordingly, interfacial strengths in these devices represent an essential aspect that has to be evaluated and quantified prior to application. In this letter, we address this issue by adopting a unique in situ micro-scale mechanical testing approach. In conjunction with optical-based stress measurements and thermal boundary resistance measurements, we have found that GaN-on-diamond materials and device can have high thermo-mechanical stability, thus providing a fundamental basis towards a reliable device technology.

The GaN-on-diamond wafers studied comprised an AlGaN/GaN heterostructure grown on Si substrates by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) as the starting material. Diamond with the thickness of ~100 µm was grown by
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microwave (MW) plasma CVD after removal of the Si substrate and the AlGaN strain relief layer. A 40 nm thin amorphous dielectric layer was used as a diamond seeding layer which was deposited onto the GaN by low-pressure CVD. Further details on the sample fabrication can be found in Ref. [9].

In terms of the evaluation of the strength of the GaN/diamond interface, a micro-scale testing approach was used. Micro-pillars comprising of the GaN, dielectric layer and diamond were created using focused Ga+ beam milling in a FEI Helio NanoLab 600i Dualbeam workstation. The procedure for creating these micro-pillars is illustrated in Fig. 1a. Step I was to mill two parallel trenches (a voltage of 30 kV and current of 6.5 nA was used) along a 45° angle into the cross-section of GaN-on-diamond wafer; step II involved turning the wafer through 180 degrees to allow the removal of another two parallel trenches with a 90° angle from the previous direction. On the completion of these two steps, a cross-section cleaning mode was used to clean the four surfaces of the pillar using a low current - typically 96 pA to remove Ga+ implanted layer, followed by a final step of cleaning the edge of the GaN layer by applying a 30 kV/48 pA current. A customized piezoelectric force measurement Si probe with a micromanipulator (Kleindiek Nanotechnik, Germany) was used to apply load to the GaN layer with a precision of 0.1 µN (maximum load = 360 µN). The displacement and the fracture process could be viewed continuously in a scanning electron microscope (SEM). As indicated in Fig. 1a, the micro-pillar was titled 45° to allow mechanical load to be applied from above the GaN layer to create a stress at the GaN/diamond interface. Further details on this micro-mechanical testing technique can be found in Ref. [11,12].

Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed on the samples heated to different temperatures, in a nitrogen atmosphere, to evaluate the stress state of the GaN layer. A Renishaw InVia confocal Raman microscope with a 488 nm laser was used, with a laser spot size of 1 µm [13]. The thermal resistance of the interface between the GaN and the diamond was determined by transient thermoreflectance. A 355 nm frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser (3.49 eV, i.e., above GaN bandgap) with a pulse duration of 10 ns was used as a heating pulse to induce a rapid temperature rise at the surface of the AlGaN/GaN. The change in surface reflectance was monitored by a continuous wave (CW), 532 nm frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser to track the temperature rise, from which thermal boundary resistance (TBR\textsubscript{eff}) of the GaN/diamond interface could be determined. Further details on this technique are published elsewhere [9,14].
To test the mechanical stability of the GaN/diamond interface, different sizes of micro-pillars were created; a typical pillar is shown in Fig. 1b. Each pillar consists of two parts: the base diamond pillar with the size of $4 \times 4 \times 7 \ \mu \text{m}$ and the top GaN layer with a smaller section to allow well-controlled loading, e.g., with a size of $3 \times 3 \times 0.8 \ \mu \text{m}$ (Figure 1b). A load was applied parallel to the interface on the GaN layer to create a stress to cause the interface to fail. However, the maximum load of 360 $\mu \text{N}$ generated by the probe was not sufficient to exceed the strength of the interface. The size of the GaN layer was therefore subsequently reduced to $0.7 \times 3 \ \mu \text{m}$ and a stress raiser / concentrator, specifically a sharp notch diameter 70 nm, at the interface was created by line milling at a Ga$^+$ current of 26 pA. Figure 1c shows the original outline of the notch. With this geometry, a load of 300 $\mu \text{N}$ was reached prior to the fracture of the GaN. It is evident from SEM imaging that the fracture occurred at the tip of the notch, but it propagated through the thickness of the GaN along a cleavage plane while the GaN/diamond interface remained undamaged (Figure 1c). To further quantify the stress level created in the loading process, a finite element-based
multi-layer numerical model was performed using material parameters listed in Table I. The full geometry of the micro-pillar and the loading process was simulated. A load of 300 µN was applied at the top corner of the GaN layer at an angle of $30^\circ$ to the GaN surface as in the experimental configuration. Adaptive mesh refinement was used to achieve a convergent result at the notch tip. For brittle materials studied, the primary failure criteria will be one of the maximum tangential stresses, i.e., the maximum principal stress, which would yield an opening mode fracture or maximum dissipated energy path. Therefore, distribution of the maximum principal stress around the notch tip prior to failure was plotted in Fig. 2 indicating that the failure stress was about 3.3 GPa. This provides a lower bound to the strength of the GaN/diamond interface, and implies that the stress required to delaminate GaN from the diamond structure will be higher than this value.

| Table I Input parameters for the finite element analysis model [15-17] |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Young’s modulus (GPa) | Poisson’s ratio |
| Diamond | 105 | 0.100 |
| GaN | 181 | 0.352 |
| Dielectric layer | 160 | 0.253 |

Due to the thermal expansion mismatch between the GaN and diamond, stresses are introduced into the GaN layer by changes in temperature that a device would encounter during processing or operation. If the induced thermal stresses exceed the interface strength, then there is a clear potential for device failure. Therefore, *in situ* quantification of these thermal stresses was undertaken using Raman spectroscopy when the sample was heated to various temperatures; results are shown in Fig. 3. The biaxial stress was determined using the $E_2$ GaN Raman peak considering a stress coefficient of 2.7 cm$^{-1}$/GPa [18]; the temperature contribution to the measured phonon frequency shift was subtracted, by comparing to a calibration performed on a stress-free bulk GaN wafer. At room temperature, there is a compressive stress of 0.35 GPa, which increases to 1.5 GPa at 900°C, *i.e.*, higher than typical diamond growth temperatures. This compressive stress is due to the thermal lattice expansion coefficient mismatch between diamond and GaN, which is in the $10^{-6}$ K$^{-1}$ range. It should be noted that this stress is therefore significantly smaller than the stress needed to break the GaN layer (or the GaN/diamond interface) in our micro-pillar mechanical tests.
During the thermal treatment, the $TBR_{\text{eff}}$ between the GaN and diamond was monitored in a sample area with no apparent defects. Each sample had been annealed for 10 mins in nitrogen at a different temperature, and the change in $TBR_{\text{eff}}$ is plotted in Fig. 4. It was found that the $TBR_{\text{eff}}$ remained constant, within scatter, as a function of annealing temperature, which confirmed the mechanical stability of the GaN-on-diamond material system for the interface studied. This strongly implies that the mismatch stresses introduced by thermal annealing do not cause significant interfacial damage. This is a very important finding because the primary concern that thermo-mechanical stress may result in premature failure of GaN-on-diamond electronic devices can therefore be excluded, for the materials studied here.

In conclusion, an \textit{in situ} micro-pillar testing approach has been applied to GaN-on-diamond wafers to investigate the structural integrity of its dissimilar-material interfaces. The results demonstrate a high mechanical stability of the GaN/diamond
interface studied showing the potential of this material system for reliable devices.
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